Santa Rosa S&L Scam:

Feds Bear Down on Atlas

by David M. Lowe

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is conducting an official inquiry into the recent failure of Atlas Savings and Loan Association. FBI investigators are looking into allegations of wrongdoing by former senior management officials at the nation's first gay owned and operated financial institution. The probe centers on the possibility that certain individuals may have embezzled funds, causing significant losses that may have contributed to Atlas' insolvency and ultimate failure.

The FBI investigation of Atlas is part of a much larger inquiry into similar allegations by individuals associated with three other recent failed S&Ls in the area: Centennial Savings and Loan (CSL), Santa Rosa; Columbus Marin Savings and Loan, San Rafael; and Golden Pacific Savings and Loan, Windsor.

Investigations began in January, 1986, after the Federal Home Loan Bank referred the possibility of criminal bank fraud to the FBI. Official word of the investigations was contained in an FBI affidavit filed Sept. 2 in federal court seeking charges of bank fraud and embezzlement against two employees of Centennial Savings and Loan. Riley Yasinski, 29, branch manager of Centennial's main office in Santa Rosa, and Beverly Rose Haines, 53, former executive vice-president of Centennial, were arrested September 3. The two are accused of allegedly embezzling $1.8 million from CSL accounts between January 1985, and August this year. Haines and Yasinski, awaiting arraignment on charges, are free on $1 million and $250,000 bond respectively.

Continued on page 5
The Silencing of Prophets

Tom Murray

From the Publisher

Godly people of faith are abhorrent and disparaged by the most recent theological shenanigans of Pope John Paul II and his Roman Catholic hierarchy.

Charles Curran, a priest and internationally respected theologian at the Catholic University in Washington, has been under investigation for some time because of this—on a variety of issues, including homosexuality. His position is under attack as a result of his public stand against the traditionalist. Father Curran believes that our gay community be sharply condemned by the Vatican, and he has lost his position as a teacher of theology at the University.

Terence Sweeney, a priest in Ireland, has been the subject of 155 members of the American hierarchy on social and moral issues. His findings, of a dissenting voice between what leaders believe and what Rome elects, comes through Father Sweeney’s latest output. The Vatican ordered him to suspend his findings. Last week, Father Sweeney resigned from the position.

Last Friday, Archbishop Raymond Hennings of Seattle was stripped of his episcopal powers and authorized by two years of investigation. His situation really began shortly after inviting Dignity, the group of gay and lesbian priests who wanted him to hear a voice of dissent at the unprecedented humiliation of our good friend.

The Church’s dilemma: He is vowed to obedience and special service to a Pope who has said, “God didn’t make me a Lesbian.”

For the SF Chronicle...

As a former member of the Jesuit order, I understand Terrance Sweeney’s dilemma. He is vowed to obedience and special service to a Pope who has said, “God didn’t make me a Lesbian.”

As a former member of the Jesuit order, I understand Terrance Sweeney’s dilemma. He is vowed to obedience and special service to a Pope who has said, “God didn’t make me a Lesbian.”

Randy Lyman, Mike Mascolli, Gary Menger, about the hypocrisy of playing the Church game.

In any event, his article prompted the editor of the Chronicle...
Merv Silverman introduced guest Robin Williams at a press conference before the No on 64 Gala.

Robin Williams Goes to Bat Against LaRouche:
Mork His Words

Comedy of Robin Williams drew a crowd of 700 people to a $200 a plate dinner aimed at raising funds to defeat Proposition 64, said his involvement was with a "very funny man who died of the disease."

"I've been told there's a lot of paranoia. Hopefully — and eventually, there will be a cure, and this incredible paranoia will stop."

"When Williams was asked, "Are you doing this to raise money?" he continued with some levity. "Oh, no! It's Koodies," he said.

"This is a foundation, of a guess you would call them modern leper colonies, across the state."

"This is an incredibly dangerous bill to me."

AIDS and the LaRouche Initiative are far from being matters of laughs. But, last Thursday, the comedy of Robin Williams drew a crowd of 700 people to a $200 a plate dinner aimed at raising funds to defeat Proposition 64, the LaRouche Initiative.

Williams, billed as the "special guest" of the California League of Savings Institutions, was introduced by Merv Silverman at a press conference at the Hyatt Regency.

"I knew something was wrong," said Robinson.

"FBI has been here. They're not very nice guys. We've been told not to even mention their names because they're stolen identities."

According to Sigers' lawyer, Vivian McPherson said there are actions being taken against Mark, it is happening not just against Mark, it is happening not just against people with AIDS, but also against people with other "handicap.""
The City

Larkin Youth Center Reopens

Larkin Street Youth Center reopens with a ribbon cutting celebration on Thursday, Sept. 18, at 10:40 Larkin St., from 11 am to 1 pm. At 11:30 am, Mayor Diane Feinstein will cut the ribbon opening Larkin Street's newly rebuilt and expanded program space.

In May of this year the Larkin Street Youth Center was battled to a near death for the sake of the City. In the intervening months the Center has been reconstituted to a right size, and many individuals, organizations, churches and businesses have contributed to the Center's rehabilitation. On September 18, the Center celebrates its reopening and the continuation and expansion of its youth programs due to special funding from the San Francisco Foundation and the Hewlett Foundation.
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**Those Conspiracy Theories**

We keep hearing more today about AIDS conspiracy theories. While this writer finds problems with most of the germ warfare scenarios, the other kind of allegation—specifically attacks on the non-profit sector, public health response to the epidemic—is hard to refute.

I find most of the possibilities that those who control their funding, who have agendas of their own.

We are investigating reports of an\textsuperscript{6} \textsuperscript{6} disease process or combinations of different lengths of time, as is also true of many other 原因等。 It took most of a decade to get good results. It is important to put the pieces together and let people know what is going on. Non-scientists may take years more before physicians question their standard assumptions. They need patience in trying AL 721 for their patients.

**The mismanagement of AIDS treatment research is as serious for the public — or even AIDS experts — as real.**

It is important to put the pieces together and let people know what is going on. Non-scientists may take years more before physicians question their standard assumptions. They need patience in trying AL 721 for their patients.

**Summary**

The mismanagement of AIDS treatment research is as serious for the public — or even AIDS experts — as real.

**Inner Space**

**Immune Enhancement Project**

The Inner Space Enhancement Project is a small group of traditional Chinese medicine practitioners. They develop and market health products not Foundations have been described in the literature. The transfer of genetic material from one cell to another is known to occur naturally in many different organisms. The material being transferred is generally DNA or RNA, but can also be protein or organelles.

**What They Are Doing**

The Inner Space Enhancement Project is a project that was developed to assist people with AIDS, and to reduce the symptoms and side effects associated with the disease. They are working on developing products that can help improve the immune system and reduce the symptoms of the disease.

**What They Need**

The Inner Space Enhancement Project needs the support of people who are interested in these issues and who want to help improve the lives of those with AIDS. They need people who can contribute financial resources to support the work of the project.

**Rumors of Worse**

There is no way to be sure, but some recent reports of worse conditions have been reported in the media. For example, the death of a person with AIDS was reported as a result of an apparent infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). This type of news can cause great fear and panic among the public, and it is important to understand the true extent of the problem.

**Path to Wellness**

The Inner Space Enhancement Project offers a path to wellness and recovery. They provide a holistic approach to health and wellness that takes into account the whole person — body, mind, and spirit. They offer services such as acupuncture, herbal medicine, and nutrition counseling to help people improve their overall health and well-being.

The Inner Space Enhancement Project is a project that is focused on improving the health and well-being of people with AIDS. They are working to develop products that can help improve the immune system and reduce the symptoms of the disease. They need the support of people who are interested in these issues and who want to help improve the lives of those with AIDS. They need people who can contribute financial resources to support the work of the project.
In the context of our multi-dimensional, interconnected world, there is a need for a holistic approach to emotional health. The Acknowledgment of the Body-Mind-Spirit connection is the fundamental basis of all healing. Recognizing our own god-ness allows us the infinite capacity to Serializer, peace and prosperity, and good ness allows us the infinite capacity to merge with the infinite. The Goddess Factor is a seven-step series of lectures designed as an exploration of the energy of life itself. I suggest a series of strategies or interventions that can assist in relaxing, increasing personal psychic readings, investigating emotional congestion that underlies stress, allowing for better energy flow and a return to you thoroughly relaxed and powerful back to you. 

For more information call 861-1101 — Jerry Jampolsky □ 

AIDS Health Services

Jerry Jampolsky, well known author of Love Is Letting Go Of Fear and Good News and Bad News, will speak at the next Metaphysical Alliance A.H.A. event, September 21st, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The speaker will be held in the Cardiilab, corner of Carncll and Taylor Sts. in SF at 16:30 pm. Jampolsky is a leader in the channeling and guiding force behind the creation of Attitudinal Healing Alliance (AHA). Citlincione is a lecturer and facilitator of workshops in the principles of "Attitudinal Healing" and will be the "Charge at 474-4016. Room White — the 14-year-old diagnosed with AIDS two years ago who was present at the White House and was able to attend public school in Indiana, Illinois — will accompany Jampolsky and Citlincione and will be the closing speaker at the Metaphysical Alliance on September 21st. This is the eleventh in a series of monthly services which provide healing opportunities to all affected by the A.H.A. situations. Admission is free. Unfortunately, we are not able to bring you to the event. The Goddess Factor is proud of its work and will do all the better for it. For further information, call Jerry at 474-4016 — Jerry Jampolsky □ 

Making Friends with Anger

"Making Friends with Anger" is a six-week class designed for men and women who want to become more comfortable feeling and expressing anger. Although anger can be a powerful emotion, the class has been especially structured to be safe, supportive and fun. The class will be led by Scott Eanes, who is a spokesperson for the SF Center for Growth and Counseling. The class begins on Wednesday, Sept. 24th at 7:30-10 pm, and costs $10 per person. Class is a la carte, no registration required. For more information, call SC at 40-1347 — Jerry Jampolsky □ 

The Goddess Factor

The Goddess Factor, a group of men and women, will be gathering to bring us to the Goddess Factor within each of us. The Goddess Factor will create inner peace and movemnt with our power through creation and creative work. There will be two series to choose from: Anchorus, Door. Hagar, a group for women on Thursday, Sept. 23rd, 10-10 pm. The Goddess Factor is also proud to announce that it has created a new program for men, "Making Friends with Anger." The Goddess Factor is proud of its work and will do all the better for it. For further information, call Jerry at 474-4016 — Jerry Jampolsky □
The AIDS Home Care and Hospice Program....

...is looking for California-certified home health aides
to care for people with AIDS in their own homes.
Per diem benefits; inclusion supported.

Hospice is skilled care and compassionate assistance
supporting health professionals and volunteers
to provide a more humane alternative
for people with AIDS.

Hospice of San Francisco
225 30th St., San Francisco, CA 94131
(415) 227-5773

All day service

The Levolor
Vertical Blind
SALE!
60% OFF
Plus Free Installation

Add height, add light, and the doors to your decor
come as a package deal.
The Levolor Vertical Blinds — the most versatile system
to create the fusion of space. Levolor quality, Levolor perfect in
the variety of designer window treatmetns, the Levolor.
Inspiration® plus aluminum vanes in hundreds of choices.
Willy’s Window Products

Be Yourself
dignity

Cardio, Gov Men, Lushan, our Friends and Families
in Worship: "Community is song"
Sunday Mass, 5 p.m., St. Boniface Church
13 Golden Gate (across from Coit Tower), 415-944-1114

Astrologer
Robert Cole

September 12 - 25, 1986

Soon be history. It's been very difficult for you to
come as a surprise when you discover that
pretending "everything’s just fine" — it may
before your very eyes. You've gotten so used to
Astrologer

It's shocking, simply too shocking!

You used to create the silliest schemes and most
crazy sitting around the house. Now look back
stuff with which you got involved, just to soak up
the spare time. Unfortunately, you'll now have
regular work demands full attention. There's lit­
volunteers to provide a more humane alternative
support utilizing health professionals and

Cancer, the Crab (June 21-July 22):
There's usually a slight dip in your in­
revelry, you must now dash forward with those
Naturally you can expect periodic spasms of
resistance from those who question your leader­
ticular. Individuality recedes into the
life around in order to be just like one in par­

‘At Close Range’: Anatomy of a Bomb
Problems with marketing motion pictures
can come from the most unlikely quarters
by Ken Coupland

For hard-core film buffs (and I don't mean fans of hard-core films),
there'll always be a special place in our affections for films, those
noir tellers that suffer the indignities of mutilation at the hands of the studios —
merely to make or not get distributed at all.

The last film’s imagery is desaturated. From the earliest days of cinema — at a time when
more than any other, availability is key — some of the most dazzling experiments for film tem­
monotonously have been bunched, neglected or ignored by imaginative and curious who didn't know
them, and so they didn't try — and
stunt designers from elsewhere, creators
became obsessed with the concept that
Erich von Stroheim’s paradigmatic, expressive manipulation
on the evils of capitalism never saw the light of day
products of the director's ma.sterwork exists.
fragments of the director’s ma.sterwork exists.

Lutheran Gay/Lesbian Caucus)

Anatomy of a Bomb

As advertising costs balloon and the video
market grows more lucrative, studios have lost
much of their incentive to help promote smaller
films to theaters; fewer and fewer of them ever
have the dubious advantage of catching un­
fortunate entries on the fly before they disappear
from limited distribution. The less favored are
are substituted for irretrievable scenes. Such
restorations make for disturbing viewing; at the
magic of film. Sometimes, as in the case of Frank
restorers went to all the trouble. But anyone who s

Close Range

Fathers and sons banquet: Christopher Walken (left), Mary Stuart Masterson and Sean Penn in At Close Range
A Belgian Combo That Cooks

There are few adequate words to describe Eclaboussures, the new theatrical piece by Theatre Banteau, a Belgian group appearing at the Intersection. It's the sort of total performance impossible to communicate on a page.

I don't know where to begin, except to isolate a work as vital, rich, exciting, beautiful and, most of all, impassioned. There are valuable experiences was concerned with themes of power and sexuality. A pomographer for a couple of explicit, scandalous theatre without a formal context or narrative. It is dominated by notions of instinct, drive, and an obsessive—immense—drive towards self-destruction. The theatre is the play, the fundamental behaviour not to do anything but continually repeat the same actions—medicine and sex. I am unable to see in this work anything but 

The meaning of Eclaboussures is before us, as a visceral expression of the longing to love, reach and fall.

Edward Duke

We visited the Endup dance club the other night to report on the festivities surrounding the first (monthly) "Bum Calendar Contest." From a marketing perspective, we immediately noticed the remarkable success of this John Lewis production: The bar was jammed with mostly white, moustachioed and maturing young men. And the loud, Neanderthal disco beat provided (we assumed) a comforting, nostalgic, aural ambiance. We did, however, decide to speak with this young man during the intermission between formal judging and announcement of the winner. We began by asking why he had entered the contest. "I'm doing this because I want a spot on the dance floor. Of course, such an evaluation is dependent on certain standards, and as we found Tom William, Harold, and Janet Jackson "... and other new music." We agreed. Completely. And then our conversation ultimately had no bearing on the issue at hand.

The Friends of Pat Norman For San Francisco Board of Supervisors PRESENT

Saturday, 13 September 4 - 7 pm

El-Rio Mission Between Army & Pacita (Muni Accessible)

CHARGE NOW BY PHONE: (415) 474-3800

El-Rio Mission Between Army & Pacita
(Muni Accessible)

Donation $5, $10, $15 For More Information Call 864-3721

Theatre
John P. Powers
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'No. 10'

by Eric Hellman

Photos by Marc Geller
A Mixed Bag for Openers

Last Thursday, the San Francisco Symphony celebrated its 75th anniversary with a gala concert featuring guest conductor Bill Buck. The concert was filled with a mix of musical styles, ranging from Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5 to Verdi's Don Carlos, which was performed over the weekend.

The concert began with a performance of Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5, which was conducted by Bill Buck. The performance was well-received, with the audience applauding loudly at the end of the piece. The next piece on the program was Verdi's Don Carlos, which was performed by the San Francisco Opera Orchestra under the direction of Michael Bourniel.

The performance of Don Carlos was praised for its musical power and dramatic intensity. The orchestra was praised for its ability to convey the emotional depth of the music, and the singers were lauded for their powerful vocal performances. The performance was a highlight of the anniversary celebration, and it was clear that the San Francisco Symphony and Opera had put in a lot of effort to make it a success.

In addition to the music, the anniversary celebration included a variety of other activities, including a gala dinner and a performance by the San Francisco Opera Chorus. The evening was a resounding success, and it demonstrated the continued strength and vibrancy of the San Francisco Symphony and Opera.

The anniversary celebration was a testament to the enduring legacy of the San Francisco Symphony and Opera, and it was a fitting tribute to their many years of musical excellence.
**Rock Previews**

Don Baird

The incredible Adam Rok is not one of them for a week. Some say that more than a few of the brave and adventurous souls gathered there were in awe of his performance. As his sensibility was the heart and soul of the night, we could hear the beat of every heart. The Red Hot Chili Peppers: Will they have all at the Beaux 9/22?

**Dining**

Steve Silverman & John Birdsall

Where Sweets Meet Tradition

Swell cakes, fresh-baked cookies and pastries satisfy an elementary desire. Booking memories of reward and first birthday parties, they bring out the child in us. Imation European tarts, and the border overwettedn just dessert line up, gratify this desire without truly satisfying. They lack depth.

In this column we visit four very different cake shops, each offering an alternative to the usual retail fare. Four taste and then decide. Is the cake worthy of a fiesta? The Minutemen were one of the best and most politically outspoken bands to emerge from the L.A. hardcore scene. They introduced a song with the words: "This is a great triple bill!" There's a group called "The Minutemen," which has two members. The Minutemen introduces the theme of the night, which is about the desserts at Ironwood Cafe. Baker Dan Silverman & John Birdsall

The L.A. foursome that is going to the I-Beam stage. The Chili Peppers are a very hot band, sometimes surprising more than just their fans. I'm not sure if the music is all there, or if the show is more of a theatre performance. Perhaps their song "Don't You Have Me and the Rest of the Band?" They're a little bit more. But you know? (29 Sept, 12:00 pm)

The future looks pretty good. The Minutemen introduces the theme of the night, which is about the desserts at Ironwood Cafe. Baker Dan Silverman & John Birdsall
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The L.A. foursome that is going to the I-Beam stage. The Chili Peppers are a very hot band, sometimes surprising more than just their fans. I'm not sure if the music is all there, or if the show is more of a theatre performance. Perhaps their song "Don't You Have Me and the Rest of the Band?" They're a little bit more. But you know? (29 Sept, 12:00 pm)
Michael Lasky

Video

A Gay Porn Gideon

Al's 1986 Male Video Guide is nothing or, in fact, just who the hell A1 is. Nothing short of a porno Bible. Now don't ask me whether it's the Old or New Testicle action, the director, actors' body types, referenced info on the stars the type of ethnic types, attire, studios and more than 500 gay videos with cross who wasn't even in the film, and of renting some video hyped with a slick, created hardo/iis. ing of actors was a bitch. Many of the one picture, but are frequently under guide.

No Sex Please, You'll Miss My Hair

Sebastiane Experimental Entrepreneur Derek Jarman makes Sebastiane with visual diar- yerment. They are honest, awkward, painful at times, watch, and cataloging self-indulgence.

You, yes you, have to admire a guy who has the balls to make a gay film about a 300 A.D. Saint in classical Latin (with and) Blue Thinking of You Than Be

One of the hotTEST stars of FILM ANO VIOEO

PERFORMS LIVE ON OUR STAGE!

SEPT 14

PLUS SHOWS BY OUR OWN CAMPUS VARIETY STRIP SQUAD

SHOW TIMES: 673-3384

JON KING

THAT'S RIGHT. IT'S AL'S MALE VIDEO GUIDE

ONE OF THE HOTTEST STARS OF FILM AND VIDEO PERFORMS LIVE ON OUR STAGE!

JON KING

NOW THRU

SEPT 14

CAMPUS THEATRE

225 JONES STREET • DOWNTOWN SF • 673-3384

SIZZLING

HOT

MAN-SEX

Tired of the same unbelievable FANTASIES?

You've NEVER had a sex call this HOT, NASTY and SEXY... NEVER!

Message CHANGES WITH EACH CALL

213 818 976-6328

415 915 - MEAT

SPECIAL BENEFIT PERFORMANCE

90 MINUTES OF NON-STOP LIVE SHOWS, FEATURING:

SUPERSTAR JON KING

WITH PIERCE DANIELS JAMIE BLEU MATT FOREST

12:30 SUNDAY AFTERNOON SEPTEMBER 14

$20 CONTRIBUTION ALL PROCEEDS TO SF CAN / STOP LAROCHE

PHOTO: MARTIN RYTER
**Goings On In The Next Two Weeks**

**September 12 - 18**

**San Francisco Sentinel**

Practically at your doorstep!

Check out one of our 30 newstands throughout the city:

- Grove at Civic Center BART
- Hall of Justice
- SP Train Station
- Mission Center
- Kearny at Geary
- Kearny at Sutter
- California at Montgomery
- Sacramento at Sacramento
- California at Davis
- Montgomery at Post
- Transbay Terminal
- Mission at Beale
- California at Embarcadero BART

**Twice A Month**

**September 19 - 25**

**Friday, September 19**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**September 20 - 26**

**Friday, September 20**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**September 27 - October 3**

**Thursday, September 27**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**October 4 - 10**

**Friday, October 4**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**October 11 - 17**

**Friday, October 11**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**October 18 - 24**

**Friday, October 18**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**October 25 - 31**

**Friday, October 25**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**November 1 - 7**

**Friday, November 1**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**November 8 - 14**

**Friday, November 8**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.

**November 15 - 21**

**Friday, November 15**

**Piercing Clinic**

Join us for Piercing Clinic and make your body your own with Jim Ward of Gauntlet & Fall Moutain. We will have a permanent, personal body expression program presented by Jim from 7-11 pm. Call Mark at 431-6714 for more information.

**Comedy Cabaret:**

Join us at Comedy Cabaret for a night of side-splitting comedy imitating your favorite comedians. The venue is a 3-minute walk from City Center and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-7764 for information.

**Mason Jar**

Join us for a night of music and drinks at Mason Jar. The venue is a 5-minute walk from Market and the program runs from 8-10 pm. Call 863-3139 for information.
Anatomy from page 13

As Clear Range suffers on any number of counts, the killings are far too stagey: Foley's orgiastic fondness for gore, repelling younger brother. It's a performance that makes plays an extravagantly repressed and obsessive his appearance in At Close Range. Some actors have been thrust into the limelight. Let Your Erotic Imagination Run Rampant!

The Hotnest Erotic Message In Town!

I'm one of the guys at (415) 976-RODS

MaleCall!
The Talk Line For California Men!

As few as two or as many as five callers are at a time! Live uninhibited conference calls - NOT A RECORDING!

Just dial the number and the phone is your tool to meeting, conversation, fantasy and fun. Listen in on some great talk or GET IN TOUCH with someone NEW!

The hot line 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Someone is ALWAYS on the line.

S A F E  •  D I S C R E E T  •  U N R E S T R E C T E D

Call Today, You're Going to Love It!

Gay INTRO... the pre-recorded personal message line with LOCAL phone numbers

Gay INTRO... is the place to meet new men in the privacy of your own home - find the person who's right for you

Gay INTRO... has NEW MESSAGES EVERY TIME YOU CALL

Call Today, You Don't Want to Miss It!

FREE PERSONAL AD! messages, you will have a chance to place your own message that will be heard by other California men!

818-213-415

976-3800

$2.00 plus any tolls if any. Must be 18 years of age.

Check Out A Hot Number...

Another Hot Number...

Get 10 more numbers for only $1.00!

Mixed Reviews

The Critics Choose Favorites

Carlos Maria Marturano's 'The Hand Submit to the Beard' (1983)

Art: Second Sight, Biennal IV, an ambitious survey of contemporary artists who liberally refer to historical art... The revolt against modernism gathers more ammunition. (Tribune) The critic finds the show of screens... some of the results are... (Tribune). Call 621-7797.


Video: The World Drum Festival opens its 10th season with two weeks by the renowned American modernist Charles Weidman. 'Robins of the World' opens tonight (9/18), plus 'Aubade' (music by Prokofiev), interpreted by the Highways of Capaulingi, leading young Bay Area actor, also John Pasqualetti's erotic interpretation of Straus's 'Rit of Spring.' (Tribune). Call 863-8800.

Teshigahara, documents the work of the eccentric and visionary Spanish architect... (Tribune). Call 465-6400.

Women in Music: First Impressions, with works by women composers; (Tribune). Call 864-3018.
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Classifieds

NOT A FANTASY

San Francisco, CA 94110
415-871-9179 (P-19)

ON THE BANK

Day, looking for bottom. 20 years. Must be eager to please. If successful, frequent. Dine 411, 717, the living room. Sunset, 5:30 to 7:30. SMM. $30,000. Call Robert at 242-8529.

WANTED

3.5" 255-450, "5" 500-450, "5.5" 450-350, "6" 450-300, "6.5" 350-300, "7" 300-200, "7.5" 200-150, "8" 150-100, "8.5" 100-50.

WANTED

SPACIOUS RENTAL

2 bdrms, bath, heat, all mod con. Will consider long-term. $495 per month. Call 272-2456.

WANTED - FEMALE

Beautiful, single 28 yr. old female. Light skin, 5'8", 110 lbs, has short hair.2 yrs experience, prefers free of drugs. Any race. Likes food & drink. Prefer alone. Call 556-4270.

WANTED

MUSCULAR MEN

WANTED

WANTED

TALKING MEMORIES

GWM, 30-40, masculine looking, hung, slender, smooth body, affectionate and kept "on the edge" in prolonged helpless in spread-eagle bondage. Muscles more important than big endowment. Serious! Open to all races and or sexual preferences. Call 293-4700.

CALLING ALL


RELATIONSHIP WANTED

18, female. Desires male companion. Good looks, good body, good mind. You - 17, male. Must be clean, honest, drug free. Build w/m over 58" who are versatile, muscular, hung with very hairy body and hairy tight round hole. Please send picture. No replies. Call 297-7810.

WANTED

FRIENDS/LOVER

Ms., if you like the pace of tonight, come over at 10. If you don't, I'll call you. TEL: 242-9739.

WANTED

WANTED

SNL

SNL

WANTED

LOOKING FOR INTERESTED MALES

SNL

WANTED

WANTED

TALKING MEMORIES

GWM, 30-40, masculine looking, hung, slender, smooth body, affectionate and kept "on the edge" in prolonged helpless in spread-eagle bondage. Muscles more important than big endowment. Serious! Open to all races and or sexual preferences. Call 293-4700.
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GWM, 30-40, masculine looking, hung, slender, smooth body, affectionate and kept "on the edge" in prolonged helpless in spread-eagle bondage. Muscles more important than big endowment. Serious! Open to all races and or sexual preferences. Call 293-4700.
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18, female. Desires male companion. Good looks, good body, good mind. You - 17, male. Must be clean, honest, drug free. Build w/m over 58" who are versatile, muscular, hung with very hairy body and hairy tight round hole. Please send picture. No replies. Call 297-7810.
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ATTENTION SAN FRANCISCO EMPLOYERS!

CONSCIOUSNESS

$40.00; Waterbed Frame $45.00; "Fortify Yourself: Aids Against Dieting & Loss of Body Fat." Kinds and characteristics. Reply with name, address, area code and number. My name is Michael LaRocca, M.D. Call (415) 573-7011 ext. 3.

GRIEF/LOSSES:

6 Years In Business

For $250 you can own your own private mail service. Call for details. (415) 626-4752.

ATTENTION SAN FRANCISCO EMPLOYERS!

CONSCIOUSNESS

$40.00; Waterbed Frame $45.00; "Fortify Yourself: Aids Against Dieting & Loss of Body Fat." Kinds and characteristics. Reply with name, address, area code and number. My name is Michael LaRocca, M.D. Call (415) 573-7011 ext. 3.

GRIEF/LOSSES:

6 Years In Business

For $250 you can own your own private mail service. Call for details. (415) 626-4752.
DON'T SPEND ANOTHER HOUR ALONE!

THE FIRST—THE BEST!
THOUSANDS OF REAL MEN WAITING FOR YOU TO CALL

MEET REAL GUYS WHO ARE READY TO EXPLORE EROTIC FANTASIES (ON THE PHONE OR IN PERSON)!
NO ACTORS - NO SCRIPTS

DONT SPEND ANOTHER HOUR ALONE!

MORE MEN FOR LESS MONEY!
Other services charge at least .66 per minute - The Connector is still LESS THAN .08 PER MINUTE - and you are only charged while actually talking!